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**Regional - LAC - Digital Alliance**

- Extension of Bella cable
- Establishment of two Copernicus regional centres in Panama and Chile and construction of new terrestrial cables
- Provision of WAN and WiFi access to 340 schools
- Provision of broadband connectivity to 170 schools and 30 healthcare facilities in El Salvador

**Regional - LAC - Sustainable Forestry and Local Value Chains**

- Implementation of the Amazon Basin TEI and the Amazonia+ programme to prevent deforestation
- Implementation of the Guyana/Suriname Forest partnership
- Central America implementation of the Five Great Forests of Mesoamerica initiative of national systems (cinco bosques)

**Regional - LAC - Social Cohesion**

- Education and skills development to foster social inclusion and tackling inequalities, also envisaging the creation of regional and bi-regional networks on care and on just transition.
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These outputs do not capture the whole of the Team Europe engagement in country. They capture concrete infrastructure investments under Global Gateway. They will be accompanied by soft measures in a 360° approach, so as to improve the policy, regulatory and business environment, develop skills, foster innovation and transfer technology.
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